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Abstract 

Two varieties of Zircaloy-2, with different second phase particle (SPP) size 

distributions and different corrosion resistance, were oxidized in a steam autoclave. 

Transmission electron microscopy was used for investigation of the fine-scale lateral 

cracks present in the oxide scales. Crack quantification was performed and the 

number of cracks was correlated with the number of SPPs. A mechanism for crack 

formation is presented, in which the driving force is the local tensile stresses in the 

oxide close to the oxide/metal interface, and the initiation sites are un-oxidized SPPs 

located within this stress field. 
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1. Introduction 

 

Zirconium alloys used for fuel cladding in light water nuclear reactors are subject to 

oxidation in the corrosive environment of the reactor core. This oxidation has been 

vastly studied before, but the detailed mechanisms of the oxidation process are still 

not known. In attempts to learn more about the process, studies of the oxide and 

oxide/metal interface have been performed using transmission electron microscopy 

(TEM) of thin foil cross-sections as a characterization tool. Until recently these 

studies were technically very demanding, and only small areas could be imaged [1–7]. 



However, the advent of the focused ion beam (FIB) technique has now made it 

possible to prepare cross-section thin foils of high quality and relatively large area 

(typically 10×5 µm) [8]. This means that large parts of the oxide scale can be imaged 

in one micrograph, making it possible to gain both a good overview and more detailed 

analysis [9–13].  

 

The oxide scale on zirconium alloys consists mainly of small, columnar shaped grains 

(10–40 nm wide and 100–400 nm long) of monoclinic ZrO2 [10,13]. In the oxide 

scales on many different zirconium alloys there is a large amount of fine-scale lateral 

cracks parallel to the oxide/metal interface. These cracks have been studied before 

using techniques such as optical microscopy and scanning electron microscopy 

(SEM) [14–19], and they are also visible, although not discussed, in some TEM 

studies [20,21]. There are also a few studies where the cracks have been studied using 

TEM [9,22–25]. The occurrence of the lateral cracks has remained somewhat a 

mystery for many years, as no explanation could be found for how cracks could be 

created in this direction. In early theories cracks were instead proposed to form in the 

vertical direction, i.e. perpendicular to the oxide/metal interface [26]. Now, with the 

new FIB technique, there are new possibilities to study the cracks using TEM, and 

thereby gain knowledge of their role in the oxidation process.  

 

There has been much debate on whether the cracks are really created during oxidation 

or if they are a result of TEM specimen preparation. However, since the cracks can 

also be seen in SEM studies of bulk samples, they cannot only be an effect of TEM 

specimen preparation but rather a real oxidation phenomenon [9]. This being said, it 

cannot be completely ruled out that also preparing one-sided SEM cross-sections 

somewhat relaxes stresses and that there is still a risk of somewhat increasing the size 

of the cracks during specimen preparation.  

 

The present work is an attempt to give a more detailed description of how and why 

lateral cracks are formed in the oxide scale on zirconium alloys, using TEM imaging. 

Two Zircaloy-2 alloys with different intermetallic second phase particle (SPP) size 

distributions will also be compared with respect to their cracking behavior. A 

substantial amount of work has already been carried out recently concerning these 

lateral cracks. In a study by Ni et al., 3-dimensional FIB slicing was used to study the 



crack formation in oxides of different thicknesses on ZIRLOTM (a niobium-containing 

zirconium alloy) [23]. Some quantification of the cracks was performed and it was 

confirmed that the volume fraction of cracks increases with oxide thickness. In the 

present study a similar quantification will be made in order to compare the two 

Zircaloy-2 materials, to compare materials with different oxide thicknesses, and to 

correlate the cracking behavior to the SPP size distribution. 

 

Previously we have observed void and crack formation adjacent to SPPs embedded in 

the oxide [25], and in the present work this observation will be correlated to the crack 

densities in materials with different SPP distributions. Thus, this is an attempt to 

explain one of the mechanisms behind the well-known fact that the SPP size 

distribution is an important factor influencing the oxidation process [27–31]. 

 

 

2. Experimental details 

 

2.1 Materials 

 

Besides investigating the crack formation in Zircaloy-2, an attempt was also made to 

find a connection between SPP size distribution and crack formation. For this reason 

two different Zircaloy-2 alloys were chosen, with the main difference being their SPP 

size distribution. The chosen alloys are commercial alloys that have been (Material A 

and B), and are still (Material B), extensively used in boiling water nuclear reactors 

(BWRs). The two alloys have approximately the same chemical composition (Table 

1), aside from a small difference in iron and tin content, but differ in final heat 

treatment and thereby SPP size distribution. Material A has smaller but more SPPs 

while Material B has larger but fewer SPPs. There are two different families of SPPs 

in Zircaloy-2, Zr(Fe,Cr)2 and Zr2(Fe,Ni). Since Fe, Cr and Ni have very low solubility 

in the metal matrix [32–36] and the Fe/Cr and Fe/Ni ratios are known [25, 37,38], the 

volume fraction of SPPs can be calculated from the given chemical composition. The 

volume fraction of SPPs in Material A is 1.3 % and in Material B 1.6 %. More details 

on the materials can be found in Ref. [25]. The size distributions are presented later 

on, in the Results section. 

 



The materials, in the form of 5 cm tube samples, were oxidized in static steam 

autoclaves at temperatures of 400 and 415°C  (where the higher temperature was used 

for obtaining thick oxides within a reasonable time frame) and a pressure of 10.3 MPa 

from 3 to 150 days in order to obtain oxide thicknesses of roughly 1, 2 and 9 µm 

(Table 2). These testing conditions are standard for testing of BWR materials. From 

Table 2 and Fig. 1 (top) it is apparent that Material B, with the larger SPPs, has the 

superior oxidation behavior. The observed difference in oxidation behavior does not 

only apply to autoclave testing, but is also valid in reactor, as can be seen in Fig. 1 

(bottom).  

 

2.2 TEM  

 

The main instrument for investigation has been TEM, where imaging has been 

performed using both conventional bright field TEM (with a Philips CM200 

microscope) and high angle annular dark field (HAADF) imaging, giving atomic 

number contrast (with an FEI Tecnai T20 microscope). 

 

The TEM thin foil specimens were prepared with an FEI Strata 235 Dual Beam 

workstation, using the FIB-SEM in situ lift-out technique, commonly used for 

producing site-specific specimens with large electron transparent areas. For more 

details on specimen preparation, see Ref. [25]. These specimens provide a good 

overview of several micrometers of the oxide and the oxide/metal interface. The TEM 

specimens for measuring the SPP size distribution in Material A, however, were 

prepared using electropolishing. 

 

All TEM specimens were prepared along the grinding marks in the tangential 

direction of the tubes. However, judging from the 3-dimensional reconstructions of 

the oxide/metal interface performed by Ni et al. [23], the morphology of the lateral 

cracks and the oxide/metal interface is very similar in all directions along the tube 

surface. 

 

2.3 SEM 

 



SEM imaging was performed of oxide surface plane view samples using the 

secondary electron (SE) detector in a Leo Ultra 55 FEG SEM. 

 

Samples for SEM investigations of oxide interfaces were prepared by removing the 

metal from the oxide, thus exposing the morphology of the oxide/metal interface. The 

first step in preparing these samples was cutting out small pieces (~3×3 mm) from the 

tubes. These samples were then ground from the tube inside in order to remove the 

oxide grown on the inside of the tube, and also most of the metal, leaving only a thin 

(~0.4 mm) layer of metal attached to the (outer) oxide scale. Finally the samples were 

etched using a solution of 15% bromine in methanol until only small flakes of oxide 

remained, with all the metal dissolved. These flakes were then attached to SEM 

sample holders using carbon tape. 

 

 

3. Results 

 

3.1 SPP size distributions 

 

Data from TEM measurements of the SPP size distribution for the same lot of 

Material B as studied in this work were provided by the manufacturer. For Material A 

no data were available for the studied lot, so the size distribution was determined, also 

using TEM. The measured size distributions and mean SPP sizes are displayed in Fig. 

2. The measured mean SPP diameter of Material A, 21 nm, is substantially smaller 

than that of Material B, 76 nm.  

 

However, measuring particle diameters from observations of TEM micrographs 

means underestimating the true diameter, due to truncation of the particles in the thin 

foil. More accurate estimates of mean SPP diameters were obtained by using a foil 

thickness correction factor [40]. The corrected mean SPP diameters were calculated to 

22 and 84 nm, respectively. 

 

3.2 Interface morphology 

 



The interfaces that have been investigated in TEM studies are ~10 µm wide two-

dimensional representations of a large three-dimensional structure. In previous SEM 

studies of the oxide layer on different zirconium alloys it was reported that the oxide 

displayed a cauliflower-like structure [26,41,42], with larger structures (typically 20 

µm) [26,41,43] made up by smaller ones [14,26,43]. This might cause a problem 

when studying smaller areas using TEM, as they might not be representative for the 

whole structure of the oxide/metal interface. For this reason a plane view SEM study 

of the interface topography was undertaken in this work. The result for Material A is 

displayed in Fig. 3, and Material B exhibits a very similar structure. The oxide/metal 

interfaces do not show the previously observed cauliflower structure, but rather 

appear quite smooth on a larger scale.  

 

Since the oxide/metal interface is smoothly wavy in structure, the two-dimensional 

images and investigations can be considered representative for the whole interfacial 

structure. It has previously been confirmed that there is no difference in the 

undulations of the interface between the metal and a 1 µm thick oxide scale in 

Materials A and B; they both show a periodicity of around 1 µm and an amplitude of 

around 100 nm [25]. Fig. 4 shows the morphology of the oxide/metal interface below 

oxides of 1, 2 and 9 µm. It is apparent that the amplitude of the interface undulations 

is larger in the 2 µm sample than in the 1 µm one. However, the sample with a 9 µm 

oxide scale does not show significantly larger amplitude than the two samples with 

thinner oxide scales. 

 

3.3 Quantification of cracks 

 

In order to facilitate comparison with previous studies, the volume fraction of cracks 

in both materials was estimated, using point counting in TEM micrographs. The result 

is shown in Table 3. Worth noticing is that the volume fraction is higher in Material A 

than in Material B, and also that the volume fraction increases with increasing oxide 

thickness.  

 

Since the cracks are not evenly distributed it is necessary to investigate the entire 

oxide scale when performing quantifications. In the specimens with 9 µm thick oxide 



this was not possible, as it proved too difficult to prepare TEM thin foils that contain 

the whole oxide scale. For this reason there are no results for Material A, and for 

Material B the results are a combination of one TEM specimen from close to the 

oxide/metal interface and one from the outer part of the oxide. The statistics for the 9 

µm oxide are poor, but the results are still presented here.  

 

In order to correlate the number of cracks to the number of SPPs, the volume number 

density of cracks NV,C in the two materials was determined. For this reason the area 

number density NA,C and mean crack length L were measured in TEM micrographs. A 

correction for truncation in TEM thin foils was performed in a similar manner as for 

the mean SPP diameters. Assuming that the cracks are of uniform size, circular and 

perpendicular to the foil surface, and that all cracks with their centers within the foil, 

or less than the circle radius outside the foil, can be detected in the micrographs, the 

same type of correction factors as for mean SPP diameter can be used. The corrected 

values of mean crack length Lcorr are displayed in Table 3. Again, there are no results 

for Material A with 9 µm thick oxide and the results for Material B with 9 µm oxide 

come from two TEM samples, due to the reasons mentioned above. From these values 

the volume number density was calculated using the equation: 

 

𝑁!,! =     𝑁!,!/(𝑡 +   𝐿!"##), 

 

where t is the foil thickness (~100 nm), and Lcorr is the corrected crack length. The 

calculated volume number densities are displayed in Table 3.  

 

The volume number density of SPPs NV,P in the two materials, was also calculated, 

using the equation: 

 

𝑁!,! = 𝑁!,!/(𝑡 + 𝑑!"##) , 

 

where NA,P is the area number density of SPPs, t is the foil thickness (~100 nm), and 

dcorr is the corrected mean SPP diameter (22 and 84 nm, respectively). The measured 

SPP area number densities NA,P and the calculated SPP volume number densities NV,P 

are displayed in Table 4.  



 

In order to estimate the impact of the cracks on the oxidation process, the amount of 

crack area per oxide volume was calculated, by the equation: 

 

(𝑐𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑘  𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑎) (𝑜𝑥𝑖𝑑𝑒  𝑣𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑚𝑒) = 𝐴!   ×  𝑁!,! =    (𝜋𝐿!"##! 4)×𝑁!,! , 

 

where AC is the mean crack area of a circular crack with the diameter Lcorr. The 

calculated values of crack area per volume are shown in Table 3. 

 

 

4. Discussion 

 

4.1 Interface morphology 

 

The oxidation rate for the specific materials in the present study has not been 

monitored with small enough time intervals to determine when the first transition 

occurs, i.e. the end of the first and the start of the second t1/n (n ≈ 3) growth period, 

but for Zircaloy-2 in general the first transition occurs at around 2.5–3 µm oxide 

thickness during autoclave testing [44]. This means that the samples oxidized to 1 and 

2 µm oxide thickness are both pre-transition, but the latter is close to transition. The 

samples with 9 µm thick oxide scales have gone through more than one transition.   

 

There is a difference in amplitude of the oxide/metal interface undulations in 

materials with different oxide thicknesses. This is obvious from Fig. 4, and it has also 

been reported in the literature that the amplitude increases up until transition, where it 

decreases drastically and the process starts over again until the next transition [23,44]. 

This means that the undulation amplitude does not continue to increase monotonically 

during oxidation, but rather increases and decreases in a cyclic manner. In good 

agreement with this reasoning it was found that the undulations under the thickest 

oxide scales (9 µm) were not vastly different from the ones under thinner oxide scales 

(Fig. 4). 

 

4.2 Quantification of cracks 



 

This study was performed on TEM specimens, which are rather time consuming to 

prepare, and only a few specimens were prepared from each material and oxide 

thickness. The statistics are thus poor compared to e.g. studies performed using the 

FIB slice-and-view technique, where a much higher number of cracks can be imaged 

and analyzed. Therefore a comparison has been made to such a study, performed by 

Ni et al. [23], to evaluate the validity of our results. In that study the niobium-

containing alloy ZIRLOTM was studied. ZIRLOTM is a common alloy used in 

pressurized water reactors (PWRs) today, and Material B is the most common alloy 

used in BWRs. As can be seen in Fig. 1, ZIRLOTM and Material B exhibit a similar 

oxidation behavior during autoclave corrosion testing. A comparison of the crack 

volume fraction of these two materials therefore seems reasonable. For ZIRLOTM 

with 2 µm oxide the crack volume fraction was 1.5% for the pre-transition part of the 

sample, to be compared with the crack volume fraction of Material B with 2 µm oxide 

thickness, which was measured to 1.7% (Table 3). It thus seems that the method used 

in the present study is sufficiently accurate for making estimations and quantifications 

concerning cracks. It is also satisfying that FIB-SEM slicing and TEM thin foils gave 

approximately the same result, since a thin foil can be expected to be more sensitive 

to release of residual stresses than a cross-section of a bulk specimen. 

 

The most obvious difference when studying TEM micrographs of Material A and B is 

that Material A has many more cracks (Fig. 5). This has been reported qualitatively 

before [25] and can now also be confirmed by quantification of cracks, as both crack 

volume fraction and volume number density are higher for Material A than Material B. 

Since the only real difference between the two materials is their size distribution of 

SPPs, a correlation of the number density of cracks to the number density of SPPs has 

also been performed, see the Crack nucleation section below.   

 

4.3 The origin of the lateral cracks 

 

Oxidation of zirconium and its alloys takes place by inward diffusion of oxygen. 

When the first thin layer of oxide is created, diffusion proceeds by grain boundary 

diffusion in zirconia, since bulk diffusion through the oxide grains is much slower at 



the current temperatures [46,47]. Parise et al. have modeled this grain boundary 

diffusion at 340°C, but the mechanisms should be the same for 400°C, only the rates 

might differ slightly. They found from the literature that the measured diffusion 

coefficient, D, for zirconia varies significantly in different studies, in the range of 

approximately 10-14 to 10-15 cm2s-1, with a mean value of 4.2×10-15 cm2s-1. In addition, 

a decrease of D with decreasing oxygen content in the oxide had been found, down to 

an oxygen content of about 50 at. %, below which the same low diffusion constant as 

in the metal had been found (9.25×10-18 cm2s-1). They therefore assumed that the 

diffusion rate varies between different grain boundaries, i.e. it is not homogeneous. 

They modeled the oxygen diffusion, assuming 20 nm wide columnar oxide grains. A 

variation of a factor of 10 above and below the mean value for D was randomly 

assigned to each grain boundary in the oxide scale, under the condition that no bulk 

diffusion or diffusion at the oxide/metal interface takes place. The conclusion was that 

the inhomogeneous diffusion rate gives rise to the characteristic wavy interface that 

can be observed for oxidized zirconium alloys [48].  

 

According to their model, the wavelength of the undulations should be essentially 

independent of original metal surface and alloy chemistry, as soon as the oxide is 

columnar with about the same small column width. This was also observed previously 

for Material A and B with 1 µm thick oxide, where a nearly constant wavelength of 

about 1 µm was found in both cases [25].  

 

Given that the interface is undulating and that the creation of oxide gives rise to a 1.55 

times volume increase [49], the stresses in the oxide and the metal can be modeled. 

Parise et al. have performed such modeling, based on a linear expansion of 54% 

perpendicular to the oxide/metal interface (in the radial direction of a tube) and 0.5% 

in the two directions parallel to the interface (tangential and axial directions of a tube). 

They showed that there are large local stresses in the oxide perpendicular to the 

interface, tensile stresses above wave crests (the less-deeply oxidized regions of the 

interface) and compressive stresses in between [50].  

 

A simple diagram showing the expansion of the volume of metal above a wave valley 

is shown in Fig. 6. The volume of metal between A and B is oxidized and has 

therefore expanded 54% until C. At the wave crest (D) no oxidation has yet occurred. 



If the metal could deform under a negligible stress (like a liquid) no stress 

perpendicular to the interface would be created. However, the metal requires a high 

stress to deform, and large compressive stresses perpendicular to the interface will be 

created at wave valleys both in oxide and metal. At wave crests large tensile stresses 

will be created perpendicular to the interface, locally above 800 MPa in the oxide as 

calculated by Parise et al. [49]. Parallel to the interface, compressive stresses exist in 

the oxide and tensile stresses in the metal due to the much smaller expansion (0.5%) 

along the interface. In good agreement with this result, lateral cracks can indeed be 

seen preferentially above wave crests, a result found both by modeling [51] and SEM 

observations [14,23]. The conclusion is that these tensile stresses perpendicular to the 

oxide/metal interface make cracking of the oxide in the lateral direction possible. 

Other studies have suggested somewhat similar theories for crack formation, although 

without realizing the reasons for and the magnitude of the local stresses perpendicular 

to the interface [9,23]. 

 

4.4 Crack nucleation 

 

In order for a crack to form, not only a driving force in the form of a tensile stress is 

required, but also a nucleation site. We have previously suggested a mechanism for 

crack initiation at SPPs, where the absence of volume increase that stems from the 

lower oxidation rate of SPPs compared to the surrounding metal matrix initiates the 

formation of voids and cracks (Fig. 7) [25]. Thus, crack nucleation requires the 

combination of a high stress field and the presence of an SPP, i.e. the SPP must be 

located within the high stress field.  

 

Parise et al. show that the highest tensile stresses (800 MPa) are only found in a small 

volume in the very vicinity of a wave crest. This volume has the shape of a cylinder 

with the approximate radius of 100 nm and height of 50 nm, i.e. a volume of 1.6×10-3 

µm3 (values approximated from stress distribution plots) [50]. Within this volume 

there should statistically be 1.6×10-3×NV,P particles. This means that in Material A 

(with NV,P = 560/µm3) there are 0.90 particles in each high stress volume, and in 

Material B (with NV,P = 39/µm3) 0.06 particles. In Material A there should therefore 



approximately be one crack located on top of every wave crest, while in Material B 

only one crack in 15 wave crests.  

 

When studying cracks above wave crests using TEM, a difference can be seen 

between the two materials. However, the difference does not appear to be as large as 

the factor of 15 mentioned here. Indeed the crack number densities presented in Table 

4 reveal that the difference is not a factor of 15 but a factor in the range 2.5–4 for the 

two different oxide thicknesses. 

 

Thus, it is apparent that not every SPP can be associated with a crack being formed. 

There are two reasons for this: 

 

1. Not all SPPs are large enough to initiate a crack; there must be a critical SPP size 

for crack initiation. This fact will affect Material A the most, as this material has 

smaller SPPs. 

2. The stress situation above a wave crest varies as the oxidation proceeds: Once a 

crack has been created, the stress is relieved and no more driving force exists for 

crack nucleation. The oxide front has to move some distance inwards before the 

tensile stress is again built up and a new crack can be formed. 

 

In conclusion, the following correlation has been found between a high number 

density of SPPs and a high number density of cracks: As the oxide layer grows 

inwards it will crack more often in the high-stress regions close to the interface if the 

number density of SPPs is high, and these cracks will remain in the oxide also when 

the oxidation front moves deeper and the stress level around them has decreased, 

leading to more cracks in a material with more SPPs.  

 

4.5 Impact of cracks on the oxidation process 

 

It has previously been shown that the outer part of the oxide is rather porous, and that 

the innermost oxide layer is the most important part with regard to corrosion 

resistance. Therefore it is of interest to understand the impact of the cracks in the 

inner oxide layer on the oxidation process. Ni et al. [23] suggest that the cracks act as 

obstacles for the diffusion path, slowing down the diffusion rate. However, we rather 



believe that the cracks act as short-circuits for the diffusion paths, thus increasing the 

diffusion rate. This reasoning is based on the well-known fact that surface diffusion is 

much faster than grain boundary diffusion, which in turn is much faster than bulk 

diffusion [52]. This means that oxygen diffusion through the oxide takes place in 

grain boundaries rather than by bulk diffusion, and as the oxygen reaches a crack it 

will quickly diffuse along the periphery of the crack, i.e. by surface diffusion. This 

way the diffusion underneath the crack can proceed in a grain boundary that allows 

for fast diffusion. Thus, although the diffusion path through the crack is longer, the 

diffusion rate is still higher. 

 

If this is the case, the mean crack area per oxide volume should be an interesting 

factor. This ratio was calculated, and the values are found in Table 3. For samples 

with 1 µm oxide thickness, the difference between the two materials is around a factor 

of 2 (0.37/0.21), while for the thicker oxide scale of 2 µm, the ratio between the 

materials is roughly a factor of 3 (1.25/0.43). However, according to the reasoning 

above, the most relevant number is that of the thinner oxide samples, since the outer 

parts of the thicker oxide are already transparent for oxygen diffusion, and not a 

limiting factor. So, according to these calculations, the probability for the diffusing 

oxygen to find a grain boundary with a high diffusion constant through the innermost, 

dense oxide layer might be twice as high in Material A as in Material B. 

 

4.6 Transition in oxidation rate 

It is a well-known fact that there is a transition in the oxidation kinetics occurring at 

an oxide thickness of approximately 2–3 µm, depending on alloy type. This transition 

is associated with the creation of large continuous lateral cracks, but the driving force 

for the growth of the cracks is not established. In the present work mainly pre-

transition oxides have been studied. Thus, it is difficult to draw any conclusions about 

what happens at transition. However, the following scenario seems likely: Due to the 

high stresses and small grain size in the oxide close to the oxide/metal interface, 

tetragonal oxide is stabilized to some extent in this area [13,15]. However, the stresses 

in the oxide decrease with increasing distance to the oxide/metal interface [13,48,50], 

causing the tetragonal oxide grains to transform into monoclinic grains. Since these 

grains are larger there will be a substantial increase in the stress levels as this 



transformation occurs, causing the existing cracks to propagate and form a continuous 

band of large cracks. At this point the oxide is no longer protective and the corrosion 

kinetics start over again. 

 

4.7 Comparison with reactor data 

This study is based on materials tested in autoclave, and the results are not necessarily 

valid also for materials oxidized in a reactor. Also, there is a difference in the time 

scales of the autoclave and in-reactor data presented in Fig. 1, so a comparison of the 

two is difficult to make. However, despite the different conditions, the mechanisms 

concerning crack formation should be similar both in autoclave and in reactor. Also, 

in both cases Material B exhibits the superior corrosion behavior, showing that the 

SPP size distribution is an important parameter.  

 

The SPPs increase the oxidation rate by facilitating oxygen diffusion, and thus 

Material A has a poorer corrosion resistance due to the more numerous SPPs. 

However, the SPPs are also needed, as the cracking caused by them helps relax the 

stresses in the oxide. Without SPPs much larger stresses would be built up until large 

cracks would be created, perhaps leading to spalling of the oxide and a much poorer 

corrosion resistance. After some time in the reactor, the SPPs start to dissolve, and the 

beneficial effect from them decreases. Thus, in a material with larger SPPs the effect 

will last longer as it takes longer time for the SPPs to dissolve. However, the SPPs 

cannot be too large, as this leads to nodular corrosion [53]. 

 

5. Conclusions 

 

The formation of lateral cracks in the oxide scales of zirconium alloys is an important 

parameter influencing the oxidation process. While other mechanisms might also be 

present, the main mechanism for crack initiation has been presented in this paper. 

This mechanism is summarized below, based on previous studies and the new results 

from the present investigation: 

- The oxide formed on Zircaloy-2 consists mainly of columnar grains of monoclinic 

ZrO2.  

- Diffusion of oxygen takes place in the oxide grain boundaries, but the diffusion rate 

varies between different grain boundaries. Thus, diffusion is inhomogeneous, i.e. 



oxygen reaches the metal at different rates in different locations, which leads to the 

creation of an undulating oxide/metal interface.  

- Such an undulating interface gives rise to large stresses in the direction of the oxide 

growth, i.e. perpendicular to the interface, with tensile stresses above wave crests and 

compressive stresses in between. 

- The tensile stresses above wave crests cause lateral cracks to form preferentially in 

these locations. 

- SPPs act as nucleation sites for cracks, since a void is created above each SPP due to 

the absence of volume increase caused by the delayed oxidation of SPPs compared to 

the metal matrix. 

 

Also, it has been shown that there is a link between the difference in SPP size 

distribution and the number of cracks. This finding is in good agreement with the 

proposed mechanism for crack nucleation at SPPs.  

 

The impact of the lateral cracks on the oxidation process is suggested to be to help 

connect the diffusion paths for oxygen. It is suggested that part of the explanation for 

the higher oxidation rate of Material A compared to Material B (both in autoclave and 

in-reactor) is easier ingress of oxygen due to more lateral cracks. Therefore the 

amount of lateral cracks can be considered as one important factor in the oxidation 

process of zirconium alloys.  
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Tables 

 

Table 1. Chemical composition of the two studied Zircaloy-2 materials (mass %).  

 

Element Material A Material B 

Sn (%) 1.46 1.32 

Fe (%) 0.12 0.17 

Cr (%) 0.10 0.10 

Ni (%) 0.05 0.05 

Si (ppm) 80 70 

O (ppm) 1240 1300 

N (ppm) 40 50 

 

 

 

Table 2. Autoclave data and the resulting weight gains and corresponding oxide 

thicknesses (calculated assuming that 15 mg/dm2 corresponds to 1 µm). 

 

Alloy Temp 

(°C) 

Time 

(days) 

Weight gain 

(mg/dm2) 

Oxide thickness 

(µm) 

Material A 

 

400 3 18.9 1.3 

400 6 33.9 2.3 

415 30 132.5 8.8 

Material B 

 

400 3 15.0 1.0 

400 15 27.5 1.8 

415 150 135 9.0 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Table 3. Investigated oxide area, number of cracks, volume fraction of cracks (fV), 

measured mean crack length (L), corrected mean crack length (Lcorr), area number 

density (NA,C), volume number density (NV,C), mean crack area (AC) and crack area per 

oxide volume (AC × NV,C) for both materials with different oxide thicknesses. 
 

Alloy Material A Material B 

Oxide thickness (µm) 

Oxide area (µm2) 

No of cracks 

fV (vol%) 

L (nm) 

Lcorr (nm) 

NA,C (µm-2) 

NV,C (µm-3) 

AC (µm2) 

AC × NV,C (µm2/µm3) 

1 

11.0 

20 

3.1 

281 

337 

1.8 

4.1 

0.09 

0.37 

2 

11.8 

39 

5.7 

458 

563 

3.3 

5.0 

0.25 

1.25 

9 

- 

- 

- 

- 

- 

- 

- 

- 

- 

1 

33.5 

20 

0.4 

421 

518 

0.6 

1.0 

0.21 

0.21 

2 

12.0 

13 

1.7 

460 

565 

1.1 

1.7 

0.25 

0.43 

9 

22.9 

58 

2.8* 

317* 

380* 

2.5* 

5.2* 

- 

- 

 

*Average value of two TEM foils; one close to the oxide/metal interface and one from the outer part of 

the oxide scale. 
 

 

 

Table 4. SPP area number density (NA,P) and volume number density (NV,P). 

 

Alloy NA,P (µm-2) NV,P (µm-3) 

Material A 5.4 560 

Material B 16.6 39 

 

  



Figure captions 

 

Figure 1.  Oxidation behavior of Material A, Material B and ZIRLOTM during 

autoclave corrosion testing (top) and of Material A and Material B in reactor (bottom). 

Bottom image after [39].  

(COLOR ON THE WEB, BLACK-AND-WHITE IN PRINT) 

 

Figure 2. SPP size distributions in Material A and B, measured using TEM. 

 

Figure 3. Plane view SEM images of the surface topography of Material A with (a) 1 

µm and (b) 9 µm oxide thickness. 

 

Figure 4. Oxide/metal interface undulations in Material B under (a) 1 µm, (b) 2 µm 

and (c) 9 µm oxide thickness. The inversed contrast in the images comes from using 

SEM with an annular dark field (ADF) detector in (a) and TEM with a high angle 

annular dark field (HAADF) detector in (b) and (c), both giving atomic number 

contrast but using different energies. The acicular shaped precipitates seen in (a) are 

hydrides [45]. 

 

Figure 5. Bright field TEM images of (a) Material A and (b) Material B, both with 1 

µm oxide, showing the difference in crack density. 

 

Figure 6. (a) Diagram showing the expansion of the volume of metal above a wave 

valley. When the volume of metal between A and B oxidizes, it will expand 54% until 

C. At D no oxidation has yet occurred. If the metal could deform under a negligible 

stress (like a liquid) no stress perpendicular to the interface would be created. (b) 

Since the metal requires a high stress to deform, large compressive stresses 

perpendicular to the interface will be created at wave valleys both in oxide and metal. 

At wave crests large tensile stresses will be created. Parallel to the interface, 

compressive stresses exist in the oxide and tensile stresses in the metal due to the 

much smaller expansion (0.5%) along the interface. Fig. 6 (b) redrawn after [49]. 

 



Figure 7. Schematic diagram of void and crack formation at SPPs. When the metal 

layer between the full and dashed line in (a) oxidizes, it expands perpendicular to the 

interface and forms the layer between the dashed and full line in (b). Since the SPPs 

are not oxidized, a void (left) is formed or, if the oxide first adheres to the SPP, a 

crack in the oxide and a smaller void form (right). After [25].	  


